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The electron-hole exchange interaction is a fundamental mechanism that drives valley depol-
arization via intervalley exciton hopping in semiconductor multi-valley systems. Here, we report
polarization-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy of neutral excitons and negatively charged
trions in monolayer MoSe2 and WSe2 under biaxial strain. We observe a marked enhance-
ment(reduction) on the WSe2 triplet trion valley polarization with compressive(tensile) strain while
the trion in MoSe2 is unaffected. The origin of this effect is shown to be a strain dependent tuning
of the electron-hole exchange interaction. A combined analysis of the strain dependent polarization
degree using ab initio calculations and rate equations shows that strain affects intervalley scattering
beyond what is expected from strain dependent bandgap modulations. The results evidence how
strain can be used to tune valley physics in energetically degenerate multi-valley systems.

Semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) are layered materials with strong light-matter
interactions. In the monolayer (ML) limit, they are
direct bandgap materials [1, 2] at the K/K ′ points
of their hexagonal Brillouin zone [3], where interband
optical transitions form tightly bound excitons [4–8].
Furthermore, strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and the
inherently broken inversion symmetry couples spin- and
valley degrees of freedom causing chiral optical selection
rules with marked valley dichroism [9–16]. Based on
initial first-principles calculations that predicted long
valley coherence times [17, 18] and the possibility to
coherently control this pseudospin [14, 15, 19–23], the
concept of valleytronics was envisioned as a promising
route to process and store information. However, short
exciton lifetimes, fast decoherence and fast valley depol-
arization limit practical applications of 2D TMDs for
valleytronics [12, 18, 24–26]. While different approaches
have been pursued to investigate valley depolarization in
TMDs, significant variations in the valley depolarization
times from a few picoseconds (ps) [18, 27–29] to several
tens of ps [30–33] have been observed, highlighting
the continued need for deeper understanding of the
underlying valley physics. Of particular interest are the
various electron-electron and electron-hole interaction
channels in optically bright and dark ML TMDs [34–36].

At cryogenic temperatures, valley depolarization in
semiconductor multi-valley systems is mainly driven by
electron-hole exchange interaction (EHEI) [19, 22, 30,
37–40]. This mechanism, depicted schematically by its
Feynman diagram for TMDs in figure 1a, describes the
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Coulomb interaction between an electron in the conduc-
tion band (CB) at K, with an electron in the valence
band (VB) at K ′. As a result, the electron in the CB at
K is scattered to the VB at K while the electron in the
VB of K ′ is scattered to the CB at K ′ [39]. Effectively,
the EHEI results in the annihilation of a bright exciton at
K and the creation of a bright exciton at K ′. The effect
of the EHEI markedly depends on the TMD bandstruc-
ture and exciton configurations [20, 34]. For instance,
in ML molybdenum-diselenide (MoSe2), adding an elec-
tron to the neutral exciton limits the EHEI and protects
trions from intervalley scattering, reducing trion valley
depolarization [12, 41]. In contrast, negatively charged
trions in tungsten-diselenide (WSe2) are split into the
intervalley triplet trion (Tt) and the intravalley singlet
trion (Ts) configurations [42, 43], allowing electron-hole
pair hopping from K to K ′ through triplet-to-singlet con-
version [44].

In this Letter, we use piezoelectric devices to apply
biaxial strain (s) to ML WSe2 and MoSe2 at cryogenic
temperatures [45–48] and investigate the valley depolar-
ization of excitons and negatively charged trions. Al-
though strain engineering was broadly used in 2D mater-
ials to study modulations of the bandgap and vibrational
modes [45–59], the effect of strain on the valley depolar-
ization was studied theoretically [60, 61] and the only
experimental realization was performed trough uniaxial
strain at room temperature [62]. By performing circu-
larly polarized photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy as
a function of s, we observe that while negative trions in
MoSe2 are not affected, triplet trions in WSe2 strongly
valley depolarize. Ab initio calculations show that s pre-
dominantly affects the EHEI and therefore the interval-
ley scattering time via the modulation of the bandgap.
Using these results, we model the strain-dependent ex-
citon/trion polarization with rate equations that con-
sider the interplay between the exciton/trion radiative
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lifetime and the intervalley scattering time. Although
we find qualitative agreement between experiments and
theory, the experimentally observed variation of the ex-
citon/trion depolarization is notably stronger. Our ob-
servations, therefore, suggest the use of s as an efficient
way to control exciton and trion valley dynamics while
maintaining K/K ′-degeneracy.

I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The strain actuators are piezoelectric crystals of lead
magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT) [63] with
electrical top/bottom gold contacts. Biaxial strain at
cryogenic temperatures (10 K) is applied to the ML
TMDs stack by poling the PMN-PT crystal with a con-
stant voltage V across the piezoelectric element, as shown
in figure 1b [45–48]. The ML TMDs were obtained from
commercial bulk crystals through mechanical exfoliation.
The ML TMDs were subsequently encapsulated between
thin hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) by using dry trans-
fer techniques based on polycarbonate films, similar to
Ref.64. The assembled structure was stamped directly
on top of the piezoelectric substrates. Special care was
taken to ground the top electrode of the piezoelectric
element to prevent unintentional charging of the TMDs
during the experiments. Details about the strain devices
are presented in the Supplemental Material (SM) III A.

Photoluminescence spectra were recorded at the center
of each ML TMD with an optical CW power P = 1 µW
focused to a diffraction limited spot (100× objective, NA
= 0.7). The samples were excited near resonance at
EP = 1.96 eV for WSe2 and EP = 1.68 eV for MoSe2.All
data shown in this Letter were found to be strain re-
versible (see SM III A). Representative PL spectra for
the samples at zero applied strain are shown in Fig. 1c
and d. The emission feature at ∼1.623 eV(∼1.728 eV)
for MoSe2(WSe2), is associated with the neutral bright
exciton (X), consistent with previous studies for hBN-
encapsulated ML TMDs [65–68]. The MoSe2 spectrum
shows an additional single peak ∼ 30 meV red detuned
from the X emission and consistent with negative tri-
ons (T ) of the intervalley singlet type [20, 67, 69]. Con-
versely, WSe2 shows the singlet (Ts) and the triplet (Tt)
trion at ∼1.686 eV and ∼1.692 eV, respectively, in agree-
ment with previous reports [20, 43, 70–74]. In addi-
tion, we observe the emission from localized states and
phonon replicas (grey shade) as described in Ref.71. We
do not discuss these features further in the remainder of
this manuscript, since they are not central to the dis-
cussed photophysics. From the relative T/X emission
intensity and peak positions, we estimate an electron
density ne(MoSe2) = 2.5 × 1010 cm−2 and ne(WSe2) =
3× 1011 cm−2 in our samples [67, 72].

We continue by describing the effect of s on the emis-
sion energy and intensity of excitons and trions. By vary-
ing the voltage applied to the piezoelectric element, from
-400 V to 400 V, the neutral exciton emission of both ma-
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Figure 1. a) Feynman diagram of the bright exciton trans-
ition between K and K′ due to EHEI. A spin up electron
in the CB at K and a spin down electron in the VB at K′

are scattered to their final states in the VB at K and the
CB at K′, respectively. b) Schematic of the sample stack:
piezoelectric substrate, its electric connections and the hBN
encapsulated ML TMD. µPL spectra at 10 K of the c) ML
MoSe2 and d) WSe2. The MoSe2 spectra show the X and T
emission. In WSe2, the spectra display the X, the triplet (Tt)
and the singlet (Ts) trion. Emissions at lower energy (grey
shade) are outside the scope of this letter. e) WSe2 PL for
s ranging from -0.073 % to 0.032 %. Energy scale is relative
to X and spectra are normalized to the Ts emission intensity.
Inset: detail of the PL emission in the Tt spectral region.

terials continuously blue shifts by ∼10 meV, consistent
with a total strain variation of ∆s ∼ 0.1% across the
voltage range [75]. Details about the method used to
calibrate s are shown in SM III B. We performed first
principles calculations in the range of the experimentally
applied strain to confirm that the band gap is mainly
affected, whereas changes in the effective masses, spin-
mixing, electron-electron interactions [76] and interband
dipole matrix elements are negligible. For the interested
reader, these calculated quantities are summarized in the
SM III D 1.

The effect of strain on the X/T emission intensity
is presented in Fig. 1e, where we plot the co-polarized
PL spectra (σ+ excitation and collection) of the WSe2
sample for various strains. In order to highlight the ef-
fects of s, all spectra are normalized to the singlet trion
intensity and the energy axis relative to the X energy
(EX) [77]. Ts and X emission intensities are approxim-
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ately constant (see SM III B for details), consistent with
a picture that exciton generation rate and recombination
time are not affected by the small amount of s exerted by
the piezoelectric device. However, the triplet trion shows
a relative decrease of its intensity by increasing s. This
experiment shows that the relative intensities between
trions is not only sensitive to the electron background
density in the sample [71, 72, 78] but also to the local
strain.

To further investigate the strain response of Tt, we
perform polarization-resolved PL as a function of strain
on both materials. The spectra at s = 0 are shown
in Fig. 2a and b for MoSe2 and WSe2, respectively.
Red(blue) correspond to σ+ excitation and σ+(σ−) col-
lection. In both cases, the energy scale is relative to EX

and the spectra are normalized to the σ+ PL intensity of
T for MoSe2 or the peak labeled as X−

′
for WSe2 [71].

The significant cross-polarized PL intensity suggests a
strong valley depolarization mechanism, particularly for
MoSe2. We characterize this effect by means of the cir-
cular polarization degree (η) calculated for each feature,
ηx = (I+x − I−x )/(I+x + I−x ), where x labels the feature
(exciton or trion) and I+x (I−x ) are co-(cross-) polarized
intensities obtained by Lorentzian fits to the data. Sec-
tion III B 2 in the SM provides information about this
procedure.

Figure 2c shows ηX and ηT as a function of s for MoSe2
and Fig. 2d ηX ηTs

and ηTt
for WSe2. The difference

between these two materials, as well as the different be-
haviour of excitons and trions are the main experimental
observations of this Letter. For MoSe2, ηX shows a small
but clear variation of ∼ 2% while ηT is constant within
our experimental error. For WSe2, ηX and ηTs vary simil-
arly by ∼ 5% while ηTt shows a much stronger response,
changing by ∼ 15 % over the whole range of strain in-
vestigated. Though these values depend on the excit-
ation power, the general trends are independent of the
laser intensity (see the SM III B 3). The error bars given
in Fig. 2c and d take the mathematical error of the fit-
ting routine and the polarization accuracy of our setup
(∼ 98 %) into account.

To understand the strain dependent η, we model the
system by rate equations, considering the strain depend-
ent recombination times (τX,T ) and valley scattering
times (τVX,T ). In the linear regime, the X formation rate
in the K-valley is proportional to P and ηX is then given
by (see SM III C 1 and Ref.15)

ηX =
ηX0

1 + 2τX/τVX
, (1)

where ηX0 is the spin polarization at the instance of gen-
eration. Although ηX0 depends on the excess energy
∆E = (EP − EX)/2 [60, 79, 80], it is a proportional-
ity factor and does not affect the general tendency we
attempt to describe. Therefore, we assume near reson-
ant excitation and ηX0 = 1. By combining Eq. 1 with the
ηX data (Fig. 2c and d), we calculate the ratio τX/τ

V
X ,

shown in black squares in figure 2e and f for MoSe2 and
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Figure 2. Polarization-resolved µPL spectra for a) ML MoSe2
and b) WSe2 at s = 0. Red(blue) spectra are obtained for σ+

excitation and σ+(σ−) detection. Energy scale is relative to
the X and spectra are normalized to the feature with highest
intensity in co-polarized configuration. c) ηX (black) and
ηT (orange) for ML MoSe2 as a function of s. d) Neutral
exciton (black), singlet trion (orange) and triplet trion (green)
circular polarization degree as function of s for ML WSe2.
Dashed lines in c) and d) are guides to the eye. e) Ratio
of total decay rate (τ) to the total intervalley scattering rate
(τV ) for excitons (black dots) and trions (orange dots) in
MoSe2. f) Ratio of τ/τV as a function of s for excitons in
WSe2. Solid lines in e) and f) are linear fits to the data.

WSe2, respectively. Solid lines are linear fits that yield
the strain dependence of τX/τ

V
X as 10± 2 /% for MoSe2

and 4 ± 1 /% for WSe2, i.e. similar relative variation in
both cases.

We continue by describing the strain dependent valley
depolarization of trions. For trions in MoSe2, we use the
same assumptions as for excitons, which results in (see
SM III C 1 and Ref.15)

ηT =
ηX

1 + 2τT /τVT
. (2)

Note that as trions require the existence of an exciton,
the trion polarization at the instance of generation is ηX .
Once again, by combining Eq. 2 with the η(s) data in fig-
ure 2c we obtain the ratio τT /τ

V
T shown as orange circles

in figure 2e. The ratio τT /τ
V
T < 1 implies comparatively

shorter recombination times and dismisses the intervalley
scattering influence in the trion dynamics.

Comparing the ratio τX/τ
V
X on both materials, τX/τ

V
X

is approximately 2.5× larger in MoSe2 than in WSe2.
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This is consistent with a relatively faster exciton inter-
valley scattering in MoSe2, which is anticipated due to
an additional depolarization mechanisms, such as the
Rashba-type mixing of bright and dark excitons [36]. In
Ref. 60, the authors calculated ηX through a two-band
k · p method and found that ∆E > 0 provides a strain
dependent valley depolarization. Nevertheless, the strain
induced depolarization we observe is two orders of mag-
nitude larger than their prediction, suggesting a different
cause. While τX/τ

V
X depends on strain, τT /τ

V
T is con-

stant across the strain range. We explain this observation
by the lack of EHEI for trions in this material since they
are spin protected [23, 69] (see Fig. 3a). Therefore, the
strong strain modulation of τX/τ

V
X on both materials as

well as the lack of strain dependency on τT /τ
V
T suggests

that s is able to tune the EHEI. For this reason, we model
the strain dependent exciton radiative decay rates and
intervalley EHEI scattering times from first principles
(see SM III D 3 and SM III D 2). Our calculations show
that the radiative decay time is barely strain dependent.
On the other hand, the EHEI strongly depends on the
bandgap, which shrinks with strain. Consequently, the
EHEI scattering time markedly decreases by increasing
strain. Both observations are consistent with our experi-
mental results that, however, display a strain dependence
an order of magnitude larger than our calculations. As
the small amount of strain applied in the experiments
affects the TMDs bandgap but not their bandstructure
(see SM III D 1), any other channel for recombination and
intervalley scattering is treated as a constant background
without affecting our results.

Finally, we discuss the singlet/triplet depolarization
mechanism in WSe2. In Ref. 72, the authors propose
a mechanism based on spin-valley pumping of resident
electrons for tungsten based TMDs that leads to a pump-
and doping-dependent ηTs,t . This effect is based on an ef-
ficient phonon mediated scattering of electrons from the
upper CB in K to the lower CB in K ′. For a single pump
power, we note that we can interpret our trion results
based on this effect by introducing a strain dependent
electron intervalley scattering time in our rate equations.
However, our observations for excitons in both materi-
als can only be explained by a strain dependent EHEI.
Furthermore, we observe a pump power dependence of
ηTs,t

that is different to that described in Ref. 72 (see
SM III B 3). For these reasons, we interpret our strain
dependent trion data through a triplet-to singlet conver-
sion mediated by a strain dependent EHEI. The addition
of this scattering channel, characterized by a scattering
time τVt−s, renders the solution of the rate equations non-
analytical (see SM III C 2). As the singlet-to-triplet scat-
tering term is proportional to the singlet and triplet pop-
ulation difference, the resulting populations are interde-
pendent.

We numerically solve the rate equations and plot in
figure 3c the resulting values for ηX , ηTs

and ηTt
us-

ing a fixed set of realistic input parameters (τX = 1 ps,
τTt

= 2 ps, τTs
= 4 ps, τVX = 0.5 ps and trion forma-
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Figure 3. Sketch of the intervalley scattering effects in mono-
layer TMDs. a) MoSe2 trions are spin protected against
EHEI. b) In WSe2, EHEI transforms triplet trions at K into
singlet trions at K′. c) Calculated ηX (black), ηTs (orange)
and ηTt (green) as a function of trion intervalley scattering
time τVt−s in WSe2.

tion time τb = 0.1 ps) while sweeping τVt−s. By decreas-

ing τVt−s, the singlet to triplet conversion starts to dom-
inate the intervalley dynamics and ηTs,t

decrease with
a markedly different slope ultimately tending to zero.
When τVt−s ∼ 10 ps our rate equations reproduce the ex-
perimentally observed η(s) very well (see Fig. 2d).

In summary, we observe clear experimental evidence
of the EHEI dependence with strain and support our
claims with first principle calculations. We presented a
detailed study of the biaxial strain impact on the circu-
lar polarization degree of excitons and trions in MoSe2
and WSe2. The circular polarization degree depends on
the total exciton and trion lifetimes and their depolariz-
ation rates [15]. Whilst the radiative decay is essentially
independent of strain, the strain dependent intervalley
scattering is the only consistent way to explain our obser-
vations on η(s). This suggests that strain modulates the
EHEI to a surprisingly large degree beyond expectations
from first principles calculations that only take a strain
dependent bandgap into account. Our observations may
consolidate the variations of optical polarization degrees
and intervalley scattering times reported in the literat-
ure and point towards a scattering channel besides the
occurrence of resident electrons that facilitates valley de-
polarization, such as mixing of singlet and triplet trion
states [81]. Our results highlight the need for further un-
derstanding of the spin/valley photophysics in TMDs and
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Figure 4. Piezoelectric response a) Room temperature characteristic piezoelectric current-voltage response. b) WSe2 PL colour
map showing the different excitonic complexes shift as function of electric field onto the piezoelectric actuator. c) PMN-PT
crystal in absence (top) and presence (bottom) of an electric field E along the 〈100〉 direction. Dashed lines denote 〈111〉
orientations and the red arrow the electric field. An isotropic in-plane response derives from d31 = d32 [82].

point out a possible path to enhance valley polarization
towards the development of valleytronics in multi-valley
materials.
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III. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A. Piezoelectric actuators

The biaxial piezoelectric substrates consist in a 0.3 mm thick PMN-PT crystal polished in the 〈001〉 crystallo-
graphic direction (z). The polarization of the crystal along the thickness (z) was accomplished by the evaporation
of electrodes on both faces of the substrate (20 nm Cr + 200 nm Au). The piezoelectric device poling produces a
stretching/contraction of the crystal along this direction accompanied by a biaxial contraction/extension of the plane
perpendicular to z (biaxial in-plane deformation) [45–47, 63].

Figure 4a shows, at room temperature, the characteristic piezoelectric current-voltage curve. The switching of
ferroelectric domains induces the increase of leakage current around ∼ 2 kV/cm, defining the coercive field of the
actuators at room temperature. The piezoelectric element poling was performed by slowly varying the voltage in
order to avoid the switch of ferroelectric domains and resulting creep of strain levels. To perform measurements
at low temperatures, the biaxial piezoelectric element was poled at room temperature with 200 V (6.7 kV/cm), far
above the coercive electric field (Ec ' 1.7 kV/cm) and, thereby, the polarization of all the substrate regions was
homogeneous. By slowly cooling down the sample, the coercive field of the piezoelectric element increases far above
the maximum applied voltage of 500 V and, as result, all measurements where performed with a unique piezoelectric
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Figure 5. a) Optical micrographs of the MoSe2 and WSe2 samples. Blue(light blue) lines indicate the bottom(top) hBN flakes
and grey(black) lines the MoSe2(WSe2) monolayer. The white scale bars correspond to 10µm. b) Effect of strain on the WSe2
exciton position for piezoelectric voltages varying between -400 V to 400 V. c) WSe2 and MoSe2 exciton position as function
of piezoelectric voltage. Dotted lines are guide to the eye. d) and e) Exciton intensity as function of s for WSe2 and MoSe2.
Dotted lines are guide to the eye

domain (without switching its polarization) [83]. To perform µPL experiments as function of strain, the piezoelectric
voltage was set to a desired value by slowly sweeping the electric tension. The PL spectra were acquired after some
minutes the set voltage was reached in order to allow the mechanical relaxation of the piezoelectric device. The range
of ±500 V correspond to an electric field of ±16.6 kV/cm applied to the piezoelectric substrate.

Figure 4b presents, in a colour map, the WSe2 PL measured with ∼ 10µW 633 nm CW laser at 30 K as function of
piezoelectric voltage and emission energy. In the working range, all emission species show linear and reversible shift
with the electric field applied onto the piezoelectric actuator.

Strain state consists of two contributions, an arbitrary strain sa and an active strain s, which can be controlled
by the piezoelectric actuator. sa derives from the fabrication process, contraction of the substrate during the cooling
down and inhomogeneity or local disorder of the sample. While it differs from point to point, at one position over
the piezoelectric element and stable temperature, sa is constant. We make a coarse estimation of arbitrary strain
by using a piezoelectric element on a SiO2/Si wafer. The strain at 30 K is estimated to be from –0.17 % to –0.20 %,
which means the sample is in a compressive state, in agreement with previous reports [84]. However, the anisotropy
of sa cannot be accessed.

In our research, we focus on the effect of s on monolayer TMDs. The influence of sa is regarded as an offset. In
our case, the piezoelectric single crystal is 〈100〉 cut. During the cooling down, electric tuning is applied along 〈100〉,
which presents the engineering domain as presented in figure 4c.

In the sample fabrication, the TMD flakes are not exactly at the center of the bulk plate, which in principle, brings
about asymmetry boundary conditions in the piezoelectric equation. Considering the flake position and high stiffness
of PMN-PT, we choose to neglect this minor influence of sa. This modification in the isotropy will not affect the
tendency of the optical performance and corresponding interpretation.

B. Details on experiments and data processing

Figure 5a presents the optical micrograph of the ML WSe2 and MoSe2 samples. Figure 5b shows shows, as
example, the effect of strain on the WSe2 exciton position. By varying the voltage applied to the piezoelectric
element from -400 V to 400 V, the neutral exciton emission continuously blue shifts by ∼10 meV, consistent with a
total strain variation of ∆s ∼ 0.1% across the voltage range [75]. We calibrate the strain using the linear relationship
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Figure 6. a) Co- (red) and cross- (blue) circularly polarized spectra recorded at maximum compression (top panel) and
maximum extension (bottom panel) for WSe2. The grey shade highlights the trion region of the spectra where it is possible
to observe the main effect of biaxial strain. Energy scale is relative to EX , the spectra are normalized to the co-polarized X
peak. b) Lorentzian fits of a typical WSe2 spectrum recorded at zero strain. The figure shows the Lorentzian curves fitted to

the peaks labeled as X−
′
(grey), Ts(orange), Tt(green) and X(black). Additionally, the cumulative curve is shown in red.

EX = EX(0)+aMX2
·s, where EX(0) is the zero strain exciton energy and aMX2

the gauge factor obtained from previous
ab initio calculations, namely aMoSe2 = −98.2 meV/% and aWSe2 = −133.5 meV/% [75]. Figure 5c shows the X fitted
emission energy (EX) for WSe2 (black) and MoSe2 (grey) as function of the piezo voltage. Both materials show the
expected X blueshift; deviations from strictly linear behaviour are attributed to non-linearities in the piezoelectric
response.

Figure 5d and e display the exciton intensity for WSe2 and MoSe2, respectively. In both cases, the exciton intensity
is approximately constant within the error bars, meaning that the generation efficiency is affected by the detuning of
the laser and the exciton energy with strain.

1. Effect of strain on singlet/triplet trion (WSe2)

In order to complement the experimental data presented in figure 2 of the main text, figure 6 presents the co- and
cross-polarized PL for the maximum negative(positive) biaxial strain on its top(bottom) panel. The light grey shade
in the spectral region of Ts and Tt highlights the variation of the emission profile due to s. The two extreme cases
(s = −0.073 % and s = 0.032 %) show, to the naked eye, the changes in the circular polarization degree presented in
the main text.

2. Fitting procedure

The circular polarization degree for excitons and trions presented in the main text was obtained by fitting Lorentzian
functions to extract the emission intensity of each excitonic state.

Figure 6a presents, as example, the fitting of a typical WSe2 spectra taken at 0V. The figure depicts the good
agreement of the Lorentzian curves and the peaks labeled as X−

′
(grey), Ts(orange), Tt(green) and X(black). The

fitting was performed in the spectral range from 1.67 eV to 1.74 eV to avoid the influence of the emission at lower
energy (localized states and phonon replicas [71]).

3. Power effect on WSe2

Figure 7 presents the circular polarization degree of the analyzed excitonic complexes at different excitation powers.
From left to right panel, figure 7 present the experiments performed with an excitation power of 1µW, 20µW and
80µW. In general, the circular polarization degree of each kind of exciton increases with P . ηX and ηTs

increases
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Figure 7. WSe2 neutral exciton (black) singlet trion (orange) and triplet trion (green) circular polarization degree as function
of strain for different excitation power: a) 1µW, b) 20µW and c) 80µW. d) dη/ds as function of pump power. Solid lines in
all panels are guide to the eye.

from ∼ 25% and ∼ 18%, respectively, at P = 1µW to ∼ 25% at P = 20µW. However, the total variation of ηx as
a function of s (slope dηx/ds) is approximately constant, as it can be seen in figure 7d. The experiments performed
at higher excitation power (Fig. 7c) presents a slightly different tendency for ηX and ηTs , consistent with saturation
effects.

C. Rate equation model

In this section we provide additional information about the rate equation model for TMD monolayers based on
Ref.15. In the WSe2 case we add the triplet to singlet trion scattering to describe the trion valley polarization.

As the bands ordering for MoSe2 and WSe2 is different, we present these cases in two separated subsections.

1. MoSe2 case

We describe the exciton and trion dynamics in monolayer MoSe2 with six coupled rate equations: two for the
density of excitons at K and K ′, nKX and nK

′

X , respectively, two for the density of trions at K and K ′, nKT and nK
′

T ,

respectively, and two extra equations for free electrons in the lower conduction band at K and K ′, nKe and nK
′

e .
They are:

dnKX
dt

= P − nKX
τ rX
− nKXn

K′

e

Cb
− nKX − nK

′

X

τVX
(3)

dnK
′

X

dt
= −n

K′

X

τ rX
− nK

′

X nKe
Cb

− nK
′

X − nKX
τVX

dnKT
dt

= −n
K
T

τT
+
nKXn

K′

e

Cb
− nKT − nK

′

T

τVT

dNK′

T

dt
= −n

K′

T

τT
+
nK

′

X nKe
Cb

− nK
′

T − nKT
τVT

dnKe
dt

=
nK

′

T

τT
− nK

′

X nKe
Cb

dnK
′

e

dt
=
nKT
τT
− nKXN

K′

e

Cb
,

where P is the laser pumping of excitons, τ rX the total exciton relaxation time (radiative and non-radiative), τT
the trion relaxation time (radiative and non-radiative), τVX (τVT ) the exciton(trion) valley depolarization time and Cb

a trion formation constant such that Cb/n
K(K′)
e = τb the density dependent trion formation time at K(K ′). The

process of valley-to-valley scattering of excitons is possible due to the pair hopping of an exciton pair from one valley to
another. This process conserves the momentum and spin of the exciton. In contrast to excitons, intervalley scattering
for low-energy trions is strongly limited due to the single-particle band distribution of trions.
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Figure 8. Degree of circular polarization for excitons (blue) and trions (red) as function of the ratio of laser pump intensity and
electron doping level in a monolayer MoSe2. The following set of parameters were taken as reference realistic values: τrX = 1 ps,
τT = 2 ps, τVX = 0.5 ps and Cb = 0.1 × 1010 ps cm−2. The horizontal dotted lines correspond to the analytical solutions for
weak (upper line) and strong (lower line) doping level.

In the steady-state case, the system of equations (3) can be analytically for (nKe +nK
′

e )/Cb � P (strong electron dop-

ing limit). For excitons, the solution results in circular polarization degree ηX/T (t→∞) =
[
nKX − nK

′

X

]
/
[
nKX + nK

′

X

]
as

ηX =
τVX (neτ

r
X + 2Cb)

neτVX τ
r
X + 2CbτVX + 4Cbτ rX

. (4)

Defining the total exciton decay as 1/τX = 1/τ rX + ne/Cb, the solution takes the well known form

ηX =
1

1 + 2τX/τVX
. (5)

In the case of trions, it results

ηT =
ηX

1 + 2τT /τVX
. (6)

In the limit P � (nKe + nK
′

e )/Cb (weak electron doping limit), we can obtain, once again, the exciton circular
polarization degree ηX = 1/(1+2τX/τ

V
X ) and ηT = 0. Considering a finite doping level ne and a laser pumping intensity

P , the system of equations (3) cannot be analytically solved. The numerical solution is shown in figure 8 and present
a decrease in the degree of circular polarization for trions compared to the excitons degree of circular polarization
by increasing the ratio of laser pumping P to the electron density ne. Even in the absence of intervalley scattering
for trions, the trion degree of circular polarization can be lower than the exciton degree of circular polarization, even
more, the presence of trions in the system can increase the exciton circular polarization degree.

2. WSe2 case

For the monolayer WSe2 case, we used a modified rate equation system compared to the monolayer MoSe2 case.
In this material, the monolayer displays two types of trion states: the singlet nTs

and triplet nTt
state. Singlet and

triplet trions are formed from a hole and a singlet and triplet electron pair, respectively. In contrast to the MoSe2, the
intervalley scattering of trions is possible with the conversion of a triplet trion in a singlet with the opposite circular
polarization. This process is possible due to the pair hopping of an exciton pair that form the trion from one valley to
the other (K to K ′ and vice versa), similar to the intervalley exciton scattering process. As for excitons, this process
does not violate the momentum and spin conservation law [39]. Considering the same trion formation time for triplets
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and singlets, we reflected this differences modifying the system of dynamic equations as follows:

dnKX
dt

= P − nKX
τ rX
− nKX

nKe + nK
′

e

Cb
− nKX − nK

′

X

τVX
(7)

dnK
′

X

dt
= −n

K′

X

τ rX
− nK

′

X

nK
′

e + nKe
Cb

− nK
′

X − nKX
τVX

dnKTt

dt
= −

nKTt

τTt

+
nKXn

K′

e

Cb
−
nKTt
− nK′

Ts

τVt−s

dnK
′

Tt

dt
= −

nK
′

Tt

τTt

+
nK

′

X nKe
Cb

−
nK

′

Tt
− nKTs

τVt−s

dnKTs

dt
= −

nKTs

τTs

+
nKXn

K
e

Cb
−
nKTs
− nK′

Tt

τVt−s

dnK
′

Ts

dt
= −

nK
′

Ts

τTs

+
nK

′

X nK
′

e

Cb
−
nK

′

Ts
− nKTt

τVt−s

dnKe
dt

=
nKTt

τTt

+
nKTs

τTs

− nKe
nKX + nK

′

X

Cb

dnK
′

e

dt
=
nK

′

Tt

τTt

+
nK

′

s

τTs

− nK
′

e

nK
′

X + nKX
Cb

,

where nKTt
and nK

′

Tt
are the densities of triplet trion states and nKTs

and nK
′

Ts
are the densities of singlet trion states

at K and K ′, respectively. The characteristic time τVt−s describes the intervalley exchange scattering of the singlet-
triplet trion states. We can analytically solve the system of dynamic equations in the limit of a high doping level and
τVt−s = 0. The resulting degree of circular polarization of the spectral lines of the photoluminescence of the exciton is:

ηX =
τVX (neτ

r
X + Cb)

neτVX τ
r
X + CbτVX + 2Cbτ rX

. (8)

Comparing this expression with that obtained for MoSe2 (Eq: (4)), we observe an increase in the steady state degree
of circular polarization with similar parameters. This difference is due to the presence of two types of trion states
in the system of dynamic equations that effectively increase the exciton decay channels. As in the previous case,
defining the total exciton decay as 1/τX = 1/τ rX + 2ne/Cb, the solution takes again the form ηX = 1/(1 + 2τX/τ

V
X ).

An analytical solution for the low doping level regime can only be obtained for the exciton spectral line, taking again
the same functionality.

The numerical solution for WSe2 is presented in figure 9a. In this case, the circular polarization degree splits
in three different curves, one for each excitonic complex. The degree of circular polarization for triplets is higher
than the degree of circular polarization for exciton that is also higher than that fir singlets. This splitting is due to
different lifetimes of exciton, triplet and singlet states, which induces spin-valley polarization of charge carriers. The

dependence of the free charge degree of spin-valley polarization ηe =
(
nKe − nK

′

e

)
/
(
nKe + nK

′

e

)
is shown in figure

9b and display a free electron valley polarization that results from the different exciton and trion valley polarization.
ηe is negligible at low power and high excitation doping level and has a maxima when the excitation power at K is
similar to the number of free charges in the system.

Figure 9c presents the numerical calculation of the degree of circular polarization for WSe2 as function of the
intervalley trion scattering τVt−s. The circular polarization degree of triplets and singlets display a strong decrease by

decreasing τVt−s. Thus, the control of the intervalley scattering of trions makes possible to obtain two different regimes
when the degree of circular polarization of triplet is higher than that for exciton and vice versa.
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a) b) c) 

Figure 9. a) Degree of circular polarization dependence for triplets (red), singlets (violet) and excitons (blue) as function
of the ratio of laser pumping and electron doping level for monolayer WSe2. The horizontal dotted lines correspond to the
analytical solutions for weak (upper line) and strong (lower line) free electron level considering τVt−s =∞ ps. b) Degree of free
electrons spin-valley polarization as function of the ratio of laser pumping electron doping level in monolayer WSe2 considering
τVt−s =∞ ps. c) Degree of circular polarization for triplets, singlets and excitons as function of the trion intervalley exchange
scattering time τVt−s in monolayer WSe2 considering P/Ne = 102 (low doping regime). The following parameters were taken as
realistic values in a, b and c: τX = 1 ps, τTt = 2 ps, τTs = 4 ps, τVX = 0.5 ps and Cb = 0.1× 1010 ps cm−2

D. First principles and time constants calculations

1. Density functional theory calculations

We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations to reveal the microscopic effect of strain on the low
energy bands (at the K valleys) that constitute the relevant excitons and trions observed experimentally. We focus
on WSe2 because of its larger SOC, thus making it is more susceptible to the effects of strain [75, 85]. The DFT
calculations are performed using the WIEN2k code [86]. The crystal structures of strained WSe2 monolayers are
generated using the atomic simulation environment (ASE) python package [87]. We considered the PBEsol exchange-
correlation functional [88], a Monkhorst-Pack k-grid of 15×15 and a self-consistent convergence criteria of 10−2

mRy/bohr for the force, 10−6 e for the charge, and 10−6 Ry for the energy. For the heterostructures. The core–valence
energy separation is chosen as −6 Ry, the atomic spheres are expanded in orbital quantum numbers up to 10 and
the plane-wave cutoff multiplied by the smallest atomic radii is set to 9. For the inclusion of SOC, core electrons are
considered fully relativistic whereas valence electrons are treated in a second variational step [89], with the scalar-
relativistic wave functions calculated in an energy window of -10 to 2 Ry. At zero strain, we found an equilibrium
in-plane lattice parameter of 3.2706 Å and a thickness of 3.3516 Å. We emphasize that for every strain value, the
atomic structure is fully relaxed without SOC [75].

In figure 10 we summarize our DFT results. A schematic representation of the low energy bands at the K point is
shown in figure 10a. In figure 10b we show the effect of dependence on the transition energies from v+ to c± (left
side of y-axis) and the SOC splitting in the conduction band (right side of y-axis). The effective masses for c± and
v+ bands as a function of the strain are presented in figure 10c. The spin expectation value, Sz, as a function of the
strain is shown in figure 10d. Finally, in figure 10e, we present the effect of strain to the interband dipole matrix
elements. In summary, our calculations reveal that the transition energies is the most affected quantity, varying on a
scale of 30 meV for an applied strain ranging from -0.15% to +0.15%. The effective masses, spin expectation value
and interband dipole matrix element show a negligible dependence with respect to strain for the analyzed range. Only
for large strain values on the order of few % would introduce non-negligible changes to such these quantities [75, 85],
which are beyond the experimental range in the current manuscript.

2. Exciton/trion relaxation times

The total exciton/trion relaxation time (τX/T ) is the reciprocal of the sum of reciprocal decay mechanisms. Con-

sidering radiative (τ radX/T ) and non-radiative (τnon−radX/T ) lifetimes, it leads to

τX/T =
τ radX/T τ

non−rad
X/T

τ radX/T + τnon−radX/T

, (9)
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Figure 10. Summary of DFT results for WSe2 monolayer. a) Schematic representation of the low energy bands relevant to
the discussion. The vertical arrows indicate the orientation of the spin [with values given in panel d)]. b) Energy levels, c)
effective masses, d) spin expectation value, and c) interband momentum matrix elements as a function of the applied strain.
In panel b), the SOC splitting, λc, is described by the y-axis on the right side.

Nonradiative scattering includes processes as exciton-phonon, exciton-impurity, and exciton-exciton interaction. In
our work, we will not consider in detail the microscopic nature of nonradiative exciton/trion scattering due to the
vastness of the problem. However, we calculated the exciton radiative lifetime using the following formula [90]:

τ radX =
~κbω

2
Xm

2
0

qe2|pcv|2|φ(0)|2
, (10)

where κb is the environmental high-frequency dielectric constant, ωX is the exciton resonance frequency determined
by the band gap and binding energy, pcv is the interband momentum matrix element, φ(r) is the exciton wavefunction
and q =

√κbωX/c. We used the value of κb = 5, which corresponds to an hBN encapsulated monolayer. Using
ab initio calculations of the band structure of monolayers with a strain III D 1 and variational calculations [91] to
determine the exciton wave function at r = 0, we calculated the dependence of the exciton radiative time on the
strain. Our results are shown in figure 11a and display radiative relaxation time that is practically constant under
the strain (variation of ∼ 0.5 % along the biaxial strain range).

The trion radiative time can be calculated as follows:

τ radT =
τ radX

4πa2trne
, (11)

where atr is the trion radius, which can be estimated using variational approach calculations [91]. Under the condition
of a low doping level (residual doping), we assume that the radiative relaxation time of the trion is much longer than the
exciton time [43] (20-40 times longer). The short-range exchange interaction between electrons V exc

ee = ±Uδ(~r1 − ~r2)
produces a difference in trion radii for the triplet and singlet states [43] which lead to inequality in the radiative times,
due to attractive interaction −U for singlet states and repulsive +U for triplet states. Therefore, larger radii lead to
faster radiative relaxation time for triplet states than for singlet states.

3. Exciton intervalley scattering time

Exciton intervalley scattering has several sources, such as exciton-exchange [92], exciton-phonon [78], and exciton-
impurity [14, 22] interactions. The exciton-phonon and exciton-impurity interactions require detailed consideration
which is beyond the scope of our manuscript. However, considering the exciton-exchange interaction does not require
significant calculations. This kind of scattering is present in monolayer TMDs even at zero temperature and in the
absence of impurities. The process of valley-to-valley exchange interaction can be considered as a pair electron-hole
hopping from one valley to another. We calculate the characteristic time for this process using the following formula
[90]:

τ
V (e−h)
X =

8~
(
qτ radX

)2
M

, (12)
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Figure 11. a) Calculated radiative exciton relaxation time in monolayer TMDs as function of biaxial strain. The linear
dependence is τradX = as + b, where the slope a = 0.015 ps/% is relatively small compared to the offset b = 1.28 ps. b)
Calculated exciton valley depolarization time for monolayer TMDs as function of s. The linear dependence is τVX = as + b,
where the slope a = −0.05 ps/%. c) Calculated τradX /τVX . The linear dependence is τradX /τVX = as + b, where the slope
a = 0.377 /%.

where M = me + mh is the exciton effective mass. Note that this expression is quadratic in the parameters q with
a direct dependence on ωX . We calculated the exciton valley depolarization time dependence on the strain, using
parameters from ab initio calculations III D 1. The results are shown in figure 11b. The exciton exchange valley
depolarization time has ∼ 4 % of variation along the biaxial strain range, variation that is an order of magnitude
higher than the radiative decay time along same strain range.

Figure 11c presents the calculated ratio of the radiative decay rate over the EHEI for excitons. This quantity is
similar to the ratio of the total decay rate over the total intervalley scattering obtained experimentally and is presented
in the main text. Notably, this simple calculation displays a functionality that is similar to the experimental values
in MoSe2 and WSe2 monolayers and predicts a strain tuning of the excitonic valley polarization as we demonstrate
experimentally. However, the calculation presents for this quotient a slope along the total biaxial strain range that is
an order of magnitude smaller than our experimental values.

4. Triplet-singlet valley scattering time

The triplet to singlet intervalley scattering process is similar to the exciton intervalley scattering process. In the
trion case, it consists of a pair of electron-hole hopping from one valley to another, conserving the total momentum
and spin. As in the exciton case, several possible channels, such as trion-trion [93], trion electron-hole exchange [42],
trion-phonon [94], and trion-impurity interactions, can contribute to intervalley triplet-singlet scattering of trions.
The triplet to singlet scattering time can be estimated using the following formula:

τ
V (e−h)
T =

8~
(
qτ radT

)2
M

, (13)

where M = me +mh is the exciton effective mass. Considering that the trion radiative relaxation time is longer than
the exciton radiative relaxation time, the intervalley scattering of a triplet-singlet pair may be noticeably slower than
the intervalley scattering of an exciton. However, the quadratic dependence of the intervalley depolarization time
on the radiative time indicates a significant sensitivity of the intervalley scattering of a trion singlet-triplet pair to
external control.
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